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NEW AL WUROOD INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, JEDDAH 
Affiliated to CBSE – New Delhi, 5730008 

 

 

GRADE:6         FIRST TERM EXAMINATION , 2019-20 

 

   SUBJECT:  ENGLISH                  WORK SHEET-B 

 

1. Read the passage carefully. Then answer the questions below. 

Gorilla is the largest of the great apes. A large male gorilla living in the wild 

may weigh 204 kilograms. Standing up on its legs, it may be about 6 ft tall. 

Females usually weigh 91 kilograms and are shorter than males. Gorillas live 

in the rain forests of Central Africa. They are unaggressive creatures living in 

family groups led by a big male. Each group wanders in its own home range. 

During the day gorillas rarely travel much more than one kilometer because 

the leaves and shoots that they eat are plentiful in the forests where they live. 

A gorilla’s day starts at dawn at about 6 a.m. when the party wakes and 

searches for food. From about 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. they rest. When the adults 

rest, younger apes wrestle with each other, play games and swing back and 

forth on vines. After this, the party travels through the forest again looking for 

more food until dusk i.e. about 6 p.m. Gorillas are always on the move and 

never spend more than one night in the same place. They sleep in nests made 

of branches which they break or bend to make a crude platform either on the 

ground or in trees. Adult gorillas build their own nests while baby gorillas 

snuggle in with their mothers. A new nest is made every day. Because of 

hunting, destruction of rainforests and human wars that affect gorilla habitat, 

gorillas are now very rare. There are less than 400 gorillas left in the wild 

 

A.        Choose the most appropriate answer:         

                                                     
1. A large male gorilla living in the wild  may weigh _______ gms.      

                   a. 240                                      b. 204                      c.  420 

   2.  Gorillas live  in the rain forests of___________________. 

                  a. Central Africa      b. Central America                   c. South Africa 

   3.    Why do gorillas make new nests every day? 

              a.   a. They are large in size                            b. They never spend more than one 

night at one place                          

    c. Nests are weak and they last for one night only. 

 

   4.    Why do you think Gorillas have become rare? 
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    a. Because of hunting    b. Due human wars  c. Both a and b 

 

5. What do gorillas do from 6 am in the morning till 10 am? 

 a. rest        b. search for food   c. make nest 

 

Answer the following: 

                                                                           
1. What are the different things that animals convey to other animals of their 

kind? 

 

2. How do animals react when they sense danger? 

            

2. Read the poem carefully. Then answer the questions below.     

The Land Of Nod 

By Robert Louis Stevenson 

From breakfast on through all the day 

At home among my friends I stay, 

But every night I go abroad 

Afar into the land of Nod. 

All by myself I have to go, 

With none to tell me what to do– 

All alone beside the streams 

And up the mountain-sides of dreams. 

The strangest things are these for me, 

Both things to eat and things to see, 

And many frightening sights abroad 

Till morning in the land of Nod. 

Try as I like to find the way, 

I never can get back by day, 

Nor can remember plain and clear 

The curious music that I hear. 

 

A.   Choose the most appropriate answer:                                                               

1.     The poet stays at home with friends  

a.     entire day                                      b. entire night 
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c.     entire day and night                      d. none 

2.     The poet goes into land of Nod  

a.    alone                                             b. with friends 

c. with family                                     d. with family and friends 

3. When the poet gets back he 

    a. remembers everything             b. forgets everything                c. tries to 

recollect everything                         d. none 

 

B.   Answer the following: 

 

1.     What is the poem about?  

                                        

2.     What he means by “Land of Nod”?   

                                                         

3.     What does the phrase” with none to tell me what to do”?  

                                                         

4.     What is does the see in the Land Of Nod?   

 

SECTION-B (WRITING & GRAMMAR) 

   3. a) Write a graphic story for: Bullying in class  

 

        b)  Prepare a poster for your missing pet , use descriptive adjectives to make 

it easier for someone to identify him. (50-100 words) 

 

       c)Write an essay to describe your mother?(Introduction, physical appearance, 

personality traits and impact on your personality) (100-150 words) 

 

4. Underline the abstract nouns and circle the concrete nouns in the 

following sentences:  

 

1) I respected the honesty my friend showed. 

 

2) Can you believe in that woman’s intelligence ? 

 

3) I have great pride in my work.  

 

4) To my delight, everyone arrived on time. 

 

5) Drinking milk everyday is good for health. 

 

6) The dog was filled with anger about his lost bone. 
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5. Fill in the blanks with much /many/few/ little:  

 

1) We must be quick. We have _________ time left. 

 

2) He has very _________ friends in this city. 

 

3) I'm not very busy today. I haven'tgot _______ things to do. 

 

4) The weather has been very dry recently. We’ve had ________ rain.  

 

5) Most of the town is modern. There are ____ old buildings. 

 

6. Fill in the blanks with would / could:  

 

1) This bag is heavy. _______ you help me with it , please? 

 

2) I remember my aunt ________ stand in balcony for hours waiting for 

me. 

 

3) She __________ take a bus to the office. 

 

4) It is very hot here. _________ you please get me an umbrella? 

 

 

 

                     SECTION-C (LITERATURE)  

 

Answer the following questions: 

A) Whose perspective about Krishna would you support? Krishna’s friends or his 

father? Why? 

B) Write in your own words physical appearance of the statue. 

C) “Bee keeping” is the best job. Who said and why? 

D).Why is the statue called a ‘ stone gentleman with a stone face”? 

Explain with reference to context: 

1) “ I don’t like it at all! It is silly! 

 

a) Who spoke these words and to whom? 
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b) What is the thing that is called” silly”? And why?  

 

2) But solemn and sad is his great square face…. 

 

a) Whose face is solemn and why? 

 

b) Why is the face sad? How can you say that? 

 

 

3) Based on the novel “ The Blue Umbrella” answer the following questions: 

 

1) Describe personality traits and physical appearance of Binya? 

 

2) Why did all envy “The Blue Umbrella” ? And why? 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

__________________________End_____________________________________ 

 

 

 


